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Part One: General Marking Principles for: Modern Studies Intermediate 1
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles you must apply when
marking candidate responses to questions in this Paper. These principles must be read in
conjunction with the specific Marking Instructions for each question.
(a)

Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these
general marking principles and the specific Marking Instructions for the relevant
question. If a specific candidate response does not seem to be covered by either the
principles or detailed Marking Instructions, and you are uncertain how to assess it,
you must seek guidance from your Team Leader/Principal Assessor.

(b)

Marking should always be positive ie, marks should be awarded for what is correct
and not deducted for errors or omissions.

GENERAL MARKING ADVICE: Modern Studies Intermediate 1
The marking schemes are written to assist in determining the “minimal acceptable answer” rather
than listing every possible correct and incorrect answer. The following notes are offered to support
Markers in making judgements on candidates’ evidence, and apply to marking both end of unit
assessments and course assessments.
1.

Markers are asked to ensure that marks are recorded opposite the last line of a
candidate’s response. All other marks/notes by the marker should be outwith the
marks columns.

2.

‘List type’ answers to OUTCOME 1 questions at Intermediate 1 Level, if accurate,
should be awarded a maximum of 2 marks.

3.

It is strongly emphasised that the references in the marking instructions indicating
expected responses are for guidance only and MUST NOT BE VIEWED AS
PRESCRIPTIVE. The performance of candidates is measured against the syllabus,
outcomes and performances criteria and it is against these, rather than a checklist of
response, that they should be assessed.
Total Marks Available - 60
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Part Two: Marking Instructions for each Question
Section A – Political Issues in the United Kingdom
Study Theme 1A – Government and Decision Making In Scotland
Question
1.

(a)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of a straightforward political issue by
giving clear descriptions.

4
LO1

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:













Education and training
Health and social work
Local government
Housing
Justice and police
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries
Environment
Tourism
Sport
Economic development
Transport
Credit references to additional powers under Scotland Act
(2012)

Any other valid point
1

(b)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of a straightforward political issue by
giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification and
which shows various factors interesting.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:





Pressure groups have legal right to campaign so they
should respect the law
Members may be fined or imprisoned if they use illegal
methods
Government less likely to deal with groups which break
the law
Public may be unhappy about use of illegal methods and
will not support groups which break the law.

Any other valid point
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4
LO1

Additional
Guidance

Question
1.

(c)

Expected Answer(s)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by giving evidence to support and oppose a
given point of view.

Max
Mark
4
LO2

Award up to two marks each piece of evidence given
depending upon the quality of argument and evidence
provided.
For full marks must make reference to the view.
For full credit candidates should include some statistical
evidence in their answer.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Support: “Most people think important decisions should be
made by referendums.”
Source 2
72% said important decisions should be made by
referendums – this is most people.
Oppose: “Scottish people never get a chance to vote on
important issues in referendums.”
Source 1
There was a referendum in 1997 to set up the Scottish
Parliament.
OR
The SNP promised a referendum on whether Scotland should
become an independent country held in September 2014 –
these are important matters.
1.

(d)

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by giving differences between sources.
Award up to two marks for each difference depending upon
quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification and shows
various factors interacting. For full marks, candidates must
support differences with evidence from both sides.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
In 2007 Jack McConnell won the election but in 2011, John
Pentland won
The majority decreased from 5938 in 2007 to 587 in 2011
Any other valid point
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4
LO2
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Question

1.

(e)

Expected Answer(s)

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by drawing conclusions.
Award up to two marks for a conclusion depending on the
quality of explanation provided.
Candidates should provide statistical evidence for full marks.


the total number of women MSPs elected

The total number of women MSPs elected in 2011 was
45 (1 mark) this has increased since 2007 when it was only
43 (1 mark)
OR
this has fallen since 1999/2003 when there were 48/51
women MSPs (1 mark)


the most successful party overall in getting women
MSPs elected between 1999 and 2011

Labour has been the most successful party in electing women
MSPs (1 mark) since in three out of four elections Labour had
most Women MSPs (1 mark)
OR
in only one of four elections did the SNP get more women
MSPs elected than Labour – 2011 (1 mark)
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Max
Mark
4
LO2
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Guidance

Study Theme 1B: Government and Decision Making in Central Government
Question

2.

(a)

Expected Answer(s)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
understanding of a straightforward political issue by
giving clear descriptions.

Max
Mark
4
LO1

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:













constitutional matters
defence/national security
foreign policy
social security
international aid
economic matters
taxation
immigration/migration
drugs
abortion
broadcasting
equal opportunities

Any other valid point
2.

(b)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of a straightforward political issue by
giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification and
which shows various factors interacting.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:






newspapers publish information and comment in order to
inform people, tell them what the issues are in the election
newspapers express a variety of views so the public have
a choice and can see the news from different perspectives
to help them make their mind up about which party to vote
for
newspapers allow the public a way of expressing their
views through letters pages and opinion polls
many newspapers have websites which provide up-todate election coverage

Any other valid point
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4
LO1
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Question

2.

(c)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by giving evidence to support and oppose a given
point of view.

4
LO2

Award up to two marks for each piece of evidence given
depending upon quality of argument and evidence provided.
For full marks must make reference to the view.
For full credit candidates should include some statistical
evidence in their answer.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Support: “Most people think important decisions should be
made by referendums.”
Source 2
72% said important decisions should be made by referendums
– this is most people.
Oppose: “People in the UK never get a chance to vote on
important issues in referendums.”
Source 1
There was a referendum in 2011 about the change to the voting
system – this was a big decision.
OR
This was the second ever UK-wide referendum.

2.

(d)

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by giving differences between the sources
Award up to two marks for each difference depending upon
quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification and shows
various factors interacting. For full marks, candidates must
support differences with evidence from both sources.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:



in 2005 Rachel Squire won the election but in 2010,
Thomas Docherty won
The majority decreased from 11,562 in 2005 to 5,470 in
2010

Any other valid point.
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4
LO2
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Question

2.

(e)

Expected Answer(s)

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by drawing conclusions.
Award up to two marks for a conclusion depending on the
quality of explanation provided.
Candidates should provide statistical evidence for full marks.

Credit reference to aspects of the following:


the total number of women MPs elected

The total number of women MPs in 2010 is 143 (1 mark) this
has increased since 2005 when it was only 128 (1 mark)
OR
this has increased since 1997/2001 when there were 120/118
women MPs (1 mark)


the most successful party overall in getting women
MPs elected between 1997 and 2010

Labour has been the most successful party in electing women
MPs (1 mark ) since in all four elections Labour had most
women MPs (1 mark)
OR
in 2010 Labour had 81 women MPs but the Conservatives
only had 49 (1 mark)
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Max
Mark
4
LO2
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Section B – Social Issues in the United Kingdom
Question

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

(a)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of a straightforward social issue by giving
clear descriptions.

4
LO1

3.

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:






JobSeekers Allowance is designed to help those who are
unemployed and looking for work
Child Benefit is paid to all families who have children
under the age of 16
Housing Benefit helps to pay rent/mortgage
EMA is paid to low income families whose 16-18 year olds
are in full time education
Universal Credit

Any other valid point
3.

(b)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of a straightforward social issue by giving
clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:







Tighter laws on selling cigarettes have made it more
difficult for younger people to buy them
Bans on public displays of cigarettes in shops have made
them less visible so may have reduced sales
Smoking Ban outlawed smoking in public places like pubs
and restaurants so fewer opportunities to smoke
Better health awareness through government campaigns
advertised on TV have changed people’s attitudes to
smoking
Warnings on cigarette packets that smoking can cause
death/lung cancer etc have discouraged smokers
More stop smoking clinic with GPs being able to refer and
prescribe nicotine replacements have helped smokers to
give up.

Any other valid point
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4
LO1
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Question

3.

(c)

Expected Answer(s)

The candidate is required to choose an option and
give evidence to support choice.
Award up to two marks for each correct piece of
evidence depending upon quality of argument and
evidence provided.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Option 1 – Ban unhealthy food advertising during
children’s TV programmes





“27% of children in the UK are overweight and this
number is increasing” and option 1 says “The number
of overweight children in the UK is going up”
“Many parents complain that their children pester
them to buy unhealthy food after seeing it advertised
on TV” and option 1 says “Children are strongly
influenced by what they see on TV and often ask
parents to buy food they have seen advertised”.
“UK school children spend over £400 million per year
on unhealthy food and health experts would like to
see this reduced” and option 1 says “A Canadian ban
on unhealthy food advertising resulted in children
spending less on unhealthy”

Option 2 – Do not ban unhealthy food advertising
during children’s TV programmes






“Many people believe that parents should be
responsible for what their children eat” and option 2
says “Parents should be encouraging children to eat
healthily. It is not the job of advertisers to do this.”
Advertising of unhealthy food takes place in many
places other than on TV and option 2 says “Children
see food adverts in other places so banning TV
adverts will not help obesity levels.”
“Health experts have suggested that lack of exercise
is the single biggest cause of obesity” and option 2
says “Studies have shown that low levels of physical
activity are to blame for obesity in children.”

Any other valid point
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4
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Question

3.

(d)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by giving evidence to support a point of
view.

4
LO2

Award up to two marks for each correct piece of
evidence depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy
and exemplification and shows various factors interacting.
For full marks two pieces of evidence must be given and
reference must be made to the view.
“Scotland had the highest levels of fuel poverty in the
UK …”


Source 2 says Scotland has 650,000 living in fuel
poverty and the next closest in Northern England with
600,000.

“… this has been bad for people’s health”


3.

(e)

Source 1 says “Fuel poverty can cause bronchitis,
heart attacks or asthma or make existing health
problems worse”

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by detecting exaggeration and providing
clear and valid explanation.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an
example of exaggeration and one mark for each valid
and accurate explanation
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Exaggerated statement:
“The number of men in hospital who have an alcoholrelated illness increased between 2008 and 2010.”


The figures fell from almost 1,200 to 1,000

Exaggerated statement:
“Just as many women as men are now being admitted”


In 2010 1,000 men were admitted and 400 women
were admitted
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4
LO2

Additional
Guidance

Question

4.

(a)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward social issue
by giving clear descriptions.

4
LO1

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:






Speed limits and speed cameras make drivers aware
of their speed
Drink driving limits are very low and drivers who drink
face bans and/or penalty points – limits recently
reduced
Drivers must sit a theory and practical driving test
Compulsory use of seat belts
Ban on use of mobile phones when driving

Any other valid point.
4.

(b)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward social issue
by giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:








Link between acquisitive crime and poverty – people
steal to make money to fund drug and alcohol
addictions which develop as a means of escape from
day to day problems.
More crime occurs in poorer areas where people are
less likely to have security alarms
Poverty creates stress which in turn can lead to crime
especially acquisitive crime, domestic violence, child
abuse
In areas of high poverty, education may be at a lower
level which leads to fewer opportunities,
unemployment and lack of money which leads to
crime
Young people living in poverty are more likely to
truant and more likely to be hanging around on the
streets which can lead to crime.

Any other valid point
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4
LO1
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Question

4.

(c)

Expected Answer(s)

The candidate is required to choose an option and
give evidence to support choice.
Award up to two marks for each correct piece of
evidence depending upon quality of argument and
evidence provided.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Option 1 – refer John Stewart to a Drug Court






“John is worried that he will not be able to stay off
drugs on his own and would like someone to talk to if
he is struggling” and option 1 says “Offenders are
drug-tested each week and can take part in
counselling sessions if they find things difficult”.
“John has health problems and no place to live. He
would like some support to sort out these problems”
and option 1 says “Drug Courts work with the NHS
and Social Workers to support offenders in trying to
sort out other problems.”
“John has admitted to taking drugs almost every day
for the last 12 years and is willing to give rehabilitation
a try” and option 1 says “Drug Courts are used to
working with long-term drug addicts and will offer
them the chance of rehabilitation rather than prison.”

Option 2 – Refer John Stewart to a Sherriff Court






“John is sorry for the crimes he has committed and
would like to do something to help his community”
and option 2 says “The Sherriff Courts can sentence
offenders to a Payback order which means they will
have to do community service”.
“John has not completed rehabilitation treatment
programmes in the past and is not sure if this time will
be any different” and option 2 says “Less than half of
offenders referred to Drug Courts complete their
treatment programme and they end up at the Sherriff
Court for sentencing”
“John has said that a prison sentence will stop him
from committing crime in the future” and option 2 says
“The harsher sentences which can be given by the
Sherriff Court can stop some offenders from
committing crime again”.

Any other valid point
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Max
Mark
4
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Question

4.

(d)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by giving evidence to support a point of
view.

4
LO2

Award up to two marks for each correct piece of
evidence depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy
and exemplification and shows various facts interacting.
For full marks two pieces of evidence must be made to
the view.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
“HMP Addiewell was the most successful in finding
drugs in prison in 2012.”


HMP Addiewell had 156 seizures and HMP
Kilmarnock was second highest with 140.

“HMP Addiewell has introduced successful
rehabilitation programmes.”


4.

(e)

HMP Addiewell’s rehabilitation programmes have
seen a reduction in drug use from 41% of prisoners to
19%.

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by detecting exaggeration and providing
clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an
example of exaggeration and one mark for each
explanation.
Exaggerated statement:
“The number of girls referred has increased between
2009 and 2010”


The figure fell from 3,541 to 3,202

Exaggerated statement:
“The number of boys referred has never been above
5,000”


In 2008 the figure was 5,246
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4
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SECTION C – INTERNATIONAL ISSUES
Question
5.

(a)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straight forward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.

4
LO1

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given
Credit reference to aspects of the following:




Voting for representatives at different levels of
government eg for the National Assembly, Council of
Provinces
Standing as candidates of political parties eg African
National Congress, Democratic Alliance
Support candidates and political parties by
canvassing, displaying election material eg for Inkatha
Freedom Party, Congress of the People.

Any other valid point
5.

(b)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given
Credit reference to aspects of the following:










Neighbourhood Development Grant – a conditional
grant to municipalities to stimulate and accelerate
investment in poor, undeserved residential
neighbourhoods.
Home-Based Community Care Programme –
provides health and social services to vulnerable
people in their homes, and trains caregivers to
administer these services.
Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) –
provides poverty and income relief through temporary
work for the unemployed.
Some 16 million receive some form of welfare benefit
eg child support.
Nutritional programmes to improve the health or poor
people.
Educational support for poor families.
Improved low cost housing and infrastructure
improvements.

Any other valid point.
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Additional
Guidance

Question

5.

(c)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear explanations.

4
LO1

Award up to three marks for an explanation depending
on quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:





Disaffection with government policies eg affirmative
action has led to fewer opportunities for white South
Africans
Concerns over ANC domination of politics
High levels of crime leading to levels of fear amongst
professionals has led people to move to countries
where they think they will be safer
Some migrants from Mozambique have left as they
have faced hostility and limited opportunities

Any other valid point

5.

(d)

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by detecting exaggeration and providing
clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an
example of exaggeration and one mark for each valid
and accurate explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Exaggerated statement:
“The gap between the rich and the poor continues to
decrease.”


Source 1 says In South Africa, while poverty levels
have declined, inequality has increased and the gap
between the rich and the poor continues to grow.

Exaggerated statement:
“In every Province over half of the population lives in
poverty.”


Source 2 shows 42% in Gauteng live in poverty – less
than half the population.
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4
LO2
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Question

5.

(e)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions.

4
LO2

Award up to two marks for each conclusion given
depending upon quality of explanation provided.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:


Source 1: Although it has a lot of wealth, many people
in South Africa cannot afford health care. Source 2:
South Africa has public and private health care
schemes to make sure everyone gets health care.



Source 1: South Africa must change its health care
system in order to improve the health of future
generations. Source 2: There is no need to make
changes to the health care system in South Africa as
it works well as it is.
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Additional
Guidance

Question

6.

(a)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.

4
LO1

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given
Credit answers to aspects of the following:






People can elect or be elected to village councils
Can be invited to join the Communists Party if they
work hard
Young people can join the Young Pioneers or the
Young Communist Youth League hoping to become
full Communist Party members at a later date
People over the age of 18 can vote for candidates for
the local People’s Congress although the Communist
Party usually endorses the candidates
In Hong Kong, elections are held every four years;
coalition governments are usually formed.

Any other valid point

6.

(b)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each descriptions
depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:








Foreign firms have set up businesses in China
Large scale Chinese investment in other countries eg
mining in Africa, agriculture in Brazil
Many Chinese people work for foreign firms
Chinese workers and businessmen go abroad to learn
about new ways of doing businesses or learning skills
Students go abroad to study
Many Chinese people now visit countries outside
China as tourists
Involvement in organisations such as the World Trade
Organisation and the United Nations.

Any other valid point
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4
LO1
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Question

6.

(c)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
an understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear explanations.

1
LO1

Award up to three marks for an explanation depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two explanations must be given
Credit reference to aspects of the following:





Better standard of living in cities, higher levels of
poverty in countryside
More opportunities in cities better jobs available and
better lifestyle possible
Better education and health care in cities lower level
or provision in countryside
Better future for families in cities fewer opportunities
in rural areas.

Any other valid point

6.

(d)

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by detecting exaggeration and providing
clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an
example of exaggeration and one mark for each valid
and accurate explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Exaggerated statement:
‘China still has fewer internet users than the USA’.


China now has the higher amount of internet users of
any country in the world.

Exaggerated statement:
‘The age group which uses the internet most is between
25 and 34 years old’.


The 18-24 year old age group has a higher rate at
32.1% compared with 27.6% for 25-34 age group.
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4
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Question

6.

(e)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions.

4
LO2

Award up to two marks for each conclusion given
depending upon quality of the explanation provided.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:


Source 1 says ‘The government is now acting to
reduce smoking in order to improve health further’
while source 2 says ‘The government puts tobacco
business before people’s health as more could be
done to reduce smoking’.



Source 1 says ‘Although China’s economy continues
to grow, it has not resulted in an increase in pollution
while source 2 says ‘People also suffer health
problems as a result of pollution which gets worse as
China’s economy grows’.
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Additional
Guidance

Question
7.

(a)

Expected Answer(s)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straight forward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.

Max
Mark
4
LO1

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:






Voting in elections for a wide range of offices
including President, Senator, member of House of
Representatives, range of local offices including
Mayor
Helping favoured party by campaigning on behalf of
candidate eg telephone canvassing, donating money,
displaying posters etc
Standing as a candidate for elected office for political
party eg Democrat or Republican
Helping choose candidate through primary elections

Any other valid point

7.

(b)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.








Medicaid – free healthcare for those on low incomes
Affordable Care Act (Obamacare)
TANF – temporary benefits to poor families until they
find work (5-year lifetime limit)
The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP) provides financial assistance for purchasing
food to poor people living in the U.S (aka food
stamps)
Public education provides free education for
all/College Affordability Act
Help from states may be available depending on
where they live.

Any other valid point
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4
LO1

Additional
Guidance

Question

7.

(c)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear explanations.

4
LO1

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit reference of the following:





Some believe immigration makes it harder for people
already in America to get jobs as immigrants may
work for lower wages or have better qualifications
Some believe that immigration puts pressure on
public services such as education and housing as
there is competition for those resources especially
where some states have a heavy concentration of
immigrants eg California
Some believe that immigrants may be threat to the
safety of America as people may enter the country
illegally and wish to do harm to the USA eg terrorists
or criminals.

Any other valid point
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Additional
Guidance

Question

7.

(d)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by detecting exaggeration and providing
clear and valid explanations.

4
LO2

Award one mark for each correct identification of an
example of exaggeration and one mark for each valid
and accurate explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Exaggerated statement:
“Only a few have the chance to start a business”


Source 1 says “Everyone has the chance start their
own business in America.”

Exaggerated statement:
“Asian households on average earn less than the White
households.”


7.

(e)

Source 2 shows that Asian households earn $66,000
while White Households earn $54,000.

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions.
Award up to two marks for each difference depending
upon quality of explanation provided.
For full marks two pieces of evidence and both sources
must be used.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:


Source 1 says “Although it is a rich country, many
poor people in America cannot afford health care.”
While Source 2 says “The new Affordable Care Act
makes sure everyone, rich and poor, gets health
care.”



Source 1 says “America must change its health care
system in order to improve the health future
generations.” While Source 2 says “There is no need
to make changes to health care system in America as
it works well as it is.”
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4
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Question

8.

(a)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.

4
LO1

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit answers to aspects of the following:








People benefit when travelling to other EU states for
employment and health care
Cheaper goods because of Single European Market
Wider range of goods available from other countries
Poorer areas of EU are targeted for special help
People benefit indirectly from: Structural Fund: aid
can be given in four ways – European Regional
Development Fund (EDRF); European social Fund
(ESF)
Cohesion Fund: Aims include reducing poverty and
unemployment, discrimination; stimulate cooperation
and business across the union.

Any other valid point

8.

(b)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:





Differences in school hours/attendance on a Saturday
or not
Differences in age children enrol in school.
Differences in choice of school at senior level. In
Scotland there is no choice; In France and Germany
there is choice between academic or vocational skills
Differences in class sizes; exam structures.

Any other valid point
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Question

8.

(c)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.

4
LO1

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:





A European army could act quickly to mobilise against
military threat from outside the EU
Sharing of cost which means less contribution from
each state
End of Cold War means less need for NATO and
reliance on America
It would have far greater economic and military
influence throughout the world than the present
situation with seperte standing armies

Any othe valid point

8.

(d)

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by detecting exaggeration and providing
clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an
example of exaggeration and one mark for each valid
and accurate explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Exaggerated statement:
‘People in the UK are happier with immigration than other
countries in the EU’.


The UK has the highest proportion of respondents
who say that they are unhappy about the level of
immigration at 57% (Source 2)

Exaggerated statement:
‘Immigration brings no benefits to the country which
people move to’.


Many people have left their own country to go and
work in another country and this has helped the
economy of that country (Source 1).
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Question

8.

(e)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions.
Award up to two marks for each conclusion given
depending upon the quality of explanation provided.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:


Source 1 says that it is estimated that the rate of
deaths through alcohol consumption in Spain is below
the European average while Source 2 says that
alcohol related deaths in the UK have increased over
the years and are now higher than most European
countries.



Source 1 says that Spain is well known as a wine
producing country because of its warm climate while
source 2 says that Scotland is famous for production
of whisky which is exported around the world.
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Question

9.

(a)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.

4
LO1

Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given
Credit reference to aspects of the following:





Voting for representatives at different levels of
government ie national, regional and local. Refer to
National Congress, Federal Senate, Chamber of
Deputies,
Standing as candidates
Support candidates and political party by canvassing,
disturbing election material, refer to Worker’s Party,
Social Democratic Party.

Any other valid point

9.

(b)

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of a straightforward international
issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending
upon quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit references to aspects the following:






Various poverty relief programmes eg Bolsa Familia
‘school supper’ programme known as ‘merienda
escolar’
Increased spending on health, education and training
Financial help to rural areas
Schemes to improve conditions in favelas

Any other valid point
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Question

9.

(c)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge
an understanding of straightforward international
issue by giving clear explanations.

4
LO1

Award up to three marks for an explanation depending
on quality, relevance, accuracy and exemplification.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit references to aspects of the following:






Deforestation has led to negative impact on the
environment
Hydro- electric schemes have led to flooding and loss
of homes
Negative impact on indigenous tribes of Amazonia
and their traditional way of life
Conflict between timber exporters/cattle ranchers and
indigenous tribes
Increase in imported diseases eg Hepatitis B and D,
outbreaks of malaria and TB and exposure to
poisonous pesticides

Any other valid point

9.

(d)

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by detecting exaggeration and providing
clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an
example of exaggeration and one mark for each valid
and accurate explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Exaggerated statement:
“The North has the highest levels of rural poverty in
Brazil.”


Source 2 shows the Northeast has the highest level of
rural poverty at 56%

Exaggerated statement:
“The Government in Brazil does not see extreme poverty
as an important issue.”


Source 1 says the Government is working hard to
improve the quality of life for the Brazilian population
living in extreme poverty.
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Question

9.

(e)

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward
sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions
Award up to two marks for each conclusion given
depending upon quality of explanation provided.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:


Source 1: Although it has a lot of wealth, many people
in Brazil cannot afford health care. Source 2: Brazil
has public and private health care schemes to make
sure everyone gets health care.



Source 1: Brazil must change its health care system
in order to improve the health of future generations.
Source 2: there is no need to make changes to health
care system in Brazil as it works well as it is.

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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